
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL 

YEAR 2 REMOTE LEARNING PLAN 
Date 20th January 

CORE LEARNING TASK FOR 

MATHEMATICS 
 

LO: To solve problems involving money with 

addition and subtraction. We are following 

the White Rose Maths daily lesson schedule.  

 

1. Watch the following video link. 

https://vimeo.com/479817217 

 

2. Complete the worksheet, this can be 

found on today’s observation labeled 

‘Year 2 Home Learning –Wednesday 

20th January’ on Tapestry 

 

Top Tip :If you have the coins available and 

can make a little shop area at home with a 

few items and prices, this will help children 

experience the concrete physical process of 

adding and subtracting in a real life 

scenario. 

This website is also good for regular 

practice. 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/money/toy-

shop-money 

 

CORE LEARNING TASK FOR 

ENGLISH 
 

LO : To complete a shared write which 

creates a mood. 

 

1. Watch the video and pause to 

complete the 

-  suffix activities. 

- freeze frame game 

 

Watch the following video link to Lesson 

8 of Unit 10. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/le

ssons/to-make-our-reader-feel-a-

certain-mood-part-1-cmt64e 

 

Top Tip : 

Encourage your child to read their 

completed writing with you – can they 

check for  

- punctuation (full stops and capital 

letters) 

- does it make sense? 

 - have they captured the mood of the 

scene? 

 

WIDER CURRICULUM TASKS 
RE: LO: To learn about the story of the Ten Lepers and 

think about why it is important to say ‘thank you’. 

Do you know anyone who is sick? Our story today is 

about a group of sick people who wanted something very 

badly. Lepers were very poorly people with sore hands, 

feet and faces. No-one would go near them in case they 

caught leprosy. Watch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNI3dGGh15Q 

Reflect with a grown-up and discuss: 

What are we thankful for? 

Do we always say thank you to God? 

How does it feel to be thanked/not thanked? 

Activity : Make a list of things you are thankful for. 

 

KEY VOCABULARY 

apprehensive, disbelief, terror, tension 

solve, bar model, altogether, change 

lepers, leprosy, miracle, healed, grateful 
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